
Size: to fit bust 82/86 cm [32”/34”], 92/97 cm 
[36”/38”] and 102/107 cm [40”/42”]. Directions 
for the smaller size are before the stroke, with 
larger sizes behind. If there is only one figure, 
it applies to all sizes.
All measurements are in centimeters (cm). 
For approximate inch sizes simply multiply 
by 0.4 (or divide by 2.54)

Materials: yarn Schachenmayr original, 
quality Micro, 450(500/550) g # 00005 linen.
2.75-3.75 mm [size 2-5] needles, plus one 3 
mm [size D/3] crochet hook, or size to obtain 
gauge, and 1 brooch of your choice.

Rib pattern: alt K3, P3.

Basic pattern and diamond pattern: see 
charts. Only RS rows are given; on WS rows 
work sts. as they appear, and P yarnovers. For 
basic patt rep rows 1-12 throughout, for dia-
mond patt work rows 1-28 once.

Note: when decreasing and increasing ensure 
that 1 dec is worked for each yarnover; where 
this is not possible, work the resp st. in st-st (= 
K RS rows; P WS rows).

Gauge: 21-22 sts. and 30 rows basic patt, di-
amond patt and rib patt (stretched slightly in 
width), each to 10 cm [4”].

METHOD
Back: cast on 105(117/129) sts. and work in 
rib patt; start 1st WS row with edge st., P2, 
then alt K3, P3, and end in reverse. When work 
measures 22(20/18) cm cont in basic patt, start 
as given, rep motif of 6 sts. throughout, end as 
given. When work measures 44(42/40) cm bind 
off for armholes at each end 3(5/7) sts. once, 
then on every 2nd row 2 sts. twice and 1 st. 
2(3/4) times = 87(93/99) sts. When work meas-
ures 61 cm bind off 35 sts. at center for neck 
and finish each side sep. At neck edge bind off 
on every 2nd row 3 sts. once and 2 sts. once.
When work measures 64 cm bind off rem 
21(24/27) sts. on either side for shoulders.

Left front: cast on 81(87/93) sts. and work 
22(20/18) cm in rib patt as for back, then cont 
in basic patt. When work measures 24(22/20) 
cm, after 6 rows basic patt, dec at left edge for 
neck 1 st. once, then 1 st. on every 2nd row 50 
times as foll: work to 4 from end of row, then K2 
tog, K1, edge st. At the same time, when work 
measures 44(42/40) cm work armhole shaping 
at right edge as for back. When work measures 
64 cm bind off rem 21(24/27) sts. for shoulder.

Right front: work in reverse. For front neck 
shaping work edge st. and K1, then slip 1 knit-
wise, K1, pass slipped st. over.

Sleeves (both alike): cast on 63(69/75) sts., P 
1 WS row, then work 50 rows basic patt and 
2 rows st-st (= K RS rows, P WS rows), then 
cont as foll: edge st., 2(5/1) sts. rev st-st (= P 
RS rows, K WS rows), 56(56/ 70) sts. diamond 
patt = motif of 14 sts. 4(4/5) times, 3(6/2) sts. 
rev st-st, edge st. Work 2 rows st-st, then cont 
in rib patt, and at the same time inc for sleeve 
shaping 1 st. at each end of every 12th row 4 
times = 71(77/83) sts.
When work measures 48 cm bind off for sleeve 
cap at each end 3(5/7) sts. once, then on every 
2nd row 2 sts. once and 1 st. once, then 1 st. on 
every 4th row 10 times, and on every 2nd row 1 
st. twice, 2 sts. once and 3 sts. once, then bind off 
rem 25(27/29) sts. Total height of work = 66 cm.
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Finishing: block pieces to measurements, cov-
er with a damp cloth and allow to dry. Join all 
seams, and sew sleeves in position. Crochet 
1 row sc (UK = dc) along each front and back 
neck edge of jacket. For the tie attach yarn to 
left front about 23(21/19) cm from lower edge 
and crochet a ch cord about 25 cm long. Crochet 
another cord to right inner side seam of jacket 
alike. Close jacket with the brooch (see photo).
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